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Abstract
The objective of this thesis is two-fold: to study the relationship between microstructural
parameters and the work hardening and back-stress that develops in dual-phase (DP) steels
using an in-plane shear test, and to use tools such as micro-computed X-ray tomography and
scanning electron micrography (SEM) to examine the potential effect of damage on back-stress
at higher pre-strains. Five microstructural variants were prepared using various thermomechanical processing methods and inter-critical (IC) annealing. These variants were then
subjected to uniaxial tension until failure to measure work-hardening behaviour, and to
forward-reverse in-plane shear tests to measure the back-stresses at varying shear pre-strains.
The high-volume fraction of martensite in the DP steel microstructures meant that all
variants exhibited continuous yielding in both uniaxial tension and in in-plane shear.
Microstructures with uniform distributions of martensite particles exhibited the most uniform
elongation, while higher strengths were observed when a mixture of large and small martensite
particles was present. Similarly, the highest back-stress was observed in microstructures with
mixtures of large and small martensite particles. In all microstructures, back-stress initially
increased with increasing shear pre-strain. At higher shear pre-strains the rate of increase
decreased until a plateau was reached. Historically, this saturation can be attributed to void
damage in the microstructure, the annihilation of GNDs around the hard martensite particles,
and plastic deformation of the martensite.
When examined with micro-CT imaging, no voids could be resolved in the deformed
samples of the microstructures; hence, SEM imaging was conducted. While some voids were
observed in all the microstructures, they were too few and too small to fully account for the
saturation of the back-stress at high pre-strains. Furthermore, plastic deformation of
martensite particles was not observed.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Automotive manufacturers are striving to meet the demand for vehicles that satisfy
stricter safety and environmental regulatory standards demanded by consumers. Difficulties
arise when the solutions to these problems conflict with each other. Reducing the weight of a
vehicle is associated with improved fuel economy and reduced carbon footprint from
manufacturing. However, weight cannot simply be removed without impact on the safety
performance of the vehicle.
Many new light-weight, high-strength, materials have been proposed as solutions to
these conflicting problems. Dual-phase (DP) steels are one of these materials and have recently
become an integral material in many structural components of a vehicle [1], [2]. Continued use
of steels in automobiles is desirable because the technology and equipment for fabricating
components is already well implemented in the industry. Consisting of a hard martensite phase
embedded in a soft ferrite matrix, DP steels offer high strength and excellent formability
compared to older steel variants. This allows components to meet structural specifications
while being constructed from thinner gauges of material.
The desirable mechanical behaviour of DP steels has been shown to be a result of the
interaction of the hard martensite and soft ferrite. The different hardness of the two phases
causes plastic incompatibility that work hardens the material through the introduction of a
long-range internal back-stress and geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs) into the ferrite

matrix [3]. The impact of these phenomena is known to be a function of the martensite volume
fraction, f, and the size, d, of the martensite particles. Studies completed by Seyedrezai [4]-[6]
were some of the first to examine the effects of the size, morphology, and spatial distribution
of the martensite on the work-hardening behaviour of DP steel, including measurements of
back-stress using a custom designed in-plane shear fixture capable of preforming forwardreverse tests.

1.2 Research Objectives
The present work builds upon the work completed by Seyedrezai [4]–[6], utilizing the same pretreatments to create a similar set of DP steel microstructures, and the same in-plane shear
strain apparatus to conduct forward-reverse shear tests. The research objectives of the present
investigation are as follows:
1. Study the impact of increased martensite content on the microstructure created using
the five combinations of pre-treatments, cold-rolling, and IC annealing used by
Seyedrezai [4]-[6], but with a target martensite volume fraction of 40% to eliminate any
confounding effects from discontinuous yielding.
2. Examine the relationship between the work-hardening behaviour and the martensite
morphology and spatial distribution in the five microstructural variants.
3. Measure the back-stress in DP steel microstructures having a martensite volume
fraction of 40% using forward-reverse in-plane shear experiments and compare to
measurements of similar DP steels with 15% martensite [4]. Furthermore, the back-
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stress of the five variants will be related to the differences in martensite morphology
and spatial distribution.
4. Use techniques such as micro-computed X-ray tomography and scanning electron
micrography (SEM) to characterize the potential effect of void damage on the backstress behaviour.
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2 Literature Review
2.1 Processing of Dual-Phase (DP) Steels
DP steels have similar tensile strength to traditional high-strength low-alloy (HSLA) steels
while also exhibiting higher formability, higher initial work-hardening, and continuous yielding.
These desirable properties are a result of the dual-phase microstructure consisting of nonferritic phase, usually martensite, distributed in a ferrite matrix. DP steels typically contain a
low carbon content of about 0.1wt.% and other alloying elements such as molybdenum,
manganese, chromium, and silicon.
On the commercial scale, the final fabrication step for automotive DP steels involves
passing the cold-rolled sheet through a continuous galvanizing/galvannealing line [7], [8]. The
starting cold rolled material contains a mixture of ferrite and pearlite. Austenite nucleates and
grows while the material is soaked at the inter-critical (IC) annealing temperature for 2-5
minutes. It is then cooled at a controlled rate while passing through the remainder of the
galvannealing process. The combination of carbon and manganese is important to control the
hardenability of the steel [7]. In small-scale research applications, the DP microstructure can be
produced simply by IC annealing the starting material and quenching in water. This method is
preferable for researchers because no bainite is formed; therefore, the impact of the DP
microstructure on the mechanical properties can be more easily examined.
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2.1.1 Inter-Critical (IC) Annealing
IC annealing followed by quenching is the key step in producing a DP steel
microstructure. It involves heating the material to the two-phase austenite-ferrite region and
holding for a short time to allow austenite to form. The transformation from ferrite to austenite
is diffusion controlled, occurring through nucleation and growth, and is limited by the
availability of nucleation sites and the local carbon content [9], [10].

2.1.1.1 Nucleation of Austenite
Austenite nucleates at locations with high surface or interfacial energies where the
activation energy of the transformation, ∆𝐺 ∗ , is reduced. Since austenite is carbon-rich, the
nucleation sites must be near sources of carbon for further growth to occur. When IC annealing
is completed within the temperature range of the two-phase austenite-ferrite region, the
morphology and distribution of martensite particles in the final microstructure after quenching
can be related to the initial microstructure of the material. Many studies have aimed to create
the optimal final DP steel microstructure by using pre-treatments to modify the morphology
and spatial distribution of the constituents in the initial microstructure before IC annealing [4][6], [11]–[13].
In a starting microstructure with fully recrystallized ferrite grains, the boundaries
between adjacent ferrite grains, between ferrite and cementite within pearlite colonies, and
the grain boundaries of ferrite and martensite act as the high-energy interfaces. Austenite
nucleates preferentially at cementite particles located along ferrite grain boundaries and at
ferrite-cementite interfaces within pearlite, as these areas have the lowest transformation
5

activation energy, ∆𝐺 ∗ [9], [10]. Cementite particles that are located within ferrite grains can
remain intact through the IC annealing process because there is not enough interfacial energy
to cause austenite nucleation [9], [10], [14]. However, austenite nucleation at cementite
particles within ferrite grains has been observed in microstructures that have been deformed
prior to IC annealing. Austenite nucleates at cementite particles located at sub-grain boundaries
in unrecrystallized ferrite grains. These locations have sufficient stored interfacial energy to
reduce the activation energy of austenite nucleation [9], [10], [15]. The resulting
microstructures consist of a refined ferrite grain size and a more uniform distribution of
martensite [16]–[20]. A high heating rate is required to preserve the unrecrystallized ferrite
grains in the microstructure during IC annealing [21]. The nucleation of austenite and the
recrystallization of ferrite are competing processes. The nucleation of austenite causes partial
relaxation of the high strain energies of deformed ferrite, reducing the driving force for
recrystallization, while also pinning the ferrite grain boundaries [22]. Therefore, it is possible for
unrecrystallized ferrite to remain in the final DP microstructure after quenching.

2.1.1.2 Growth of Austenite
After nucleation, austenite growth occurs in three distinct stages [23]–[25]:
1) Austenite rapidly transforms from pearlite or bainite. The austenite produced from this
stage has a high carbon content. The transformation is controlled by the diffusion of
carbon, which can occur quickly because the diffusion distances are small; roughly equal
to the interlamellar spacing. This stage has been shown to occur in about 15 seconds at
a temperature of 780°C [23].
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2) Austenite grows into ferrite. At lower IC annealing temperatures (<~745°C) this process
is controlled by carbon diffusion. At higher temperatures, it is controlled by manganese
diffusion. This stage takes hours to reach completion [23], [24].
3) Manganese redistribution in the austenite to eliminate concentration gradients. This
process occurs very slowly due to the low rate of Mn diffusion in austenite. This stage
requires 24 or more hours to reach completion [23].
These stages can be accelerated in microstructures where the ferrite is not fully
recrystallized when the IC annealing temperature is reached. The rate of diffusion of carbon or
other elements is improved because it can occur along the ferrite grain sub boundaries [15],
[26].

2.1.1.3 Formation of Martensite
Austenite transforms to martensite during the quenching of a DP steel after IC
annealing. In addition to the effects of the initial microstructure, the volume fraction, size and
strength of martensite in the final DP microstructure is also dependent on the IC annealing
temperature and time. Higher temperatures and longer IC annealing times results in a larger
volume fraction of martensite in accordance with the Fe-C phase diagram and continuous
cooling transformation (CCT) curves, while the size and morphology of the particles is
controlled by the prior microstructure, the heating rate, and the IC annealing treatment length
[23]. The material must be quenched following the IC annealing temperature to ensure that
the cooling rate is fast enough to suppress diffusional transformations. If the material cools too
slowly, bainite and epitaxial ferrite can form. Bainite reduces the initial work hardening rate of
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the material. Conversely, epitaxial ferrite improves the work hardening. Both constituents
cause a reduction in strength of the material [27]–[29].

2.1.2 Pre-Intercritical Annealing Heat Treatments of Seyedrezai [4]-[6]
Seyedrazai [4]-[6] developed a set of DP steel treatment processes utilizing a combination of
pre-IC-annealing treatments, cold rolling, and IC annealing to create microstructural variants
with distinct differences in the size, morphology and spatial distribution of both constituent
phases. These processes were applied to either of two DP780 grade steels: 0.95mm thick 750CR cold-rolled sheet, and 3.12mm thick hot-rolled sheet. The cold-rolled material was first heat
treated to create the desired pre-IC-annealing microstructure, then IC-annealed. The hot-band
material was treated with the same pre-IC-annealing treatments but was cold-rolled to 80%
thickness before IC annealing. Micrographs of the two as pre-treated microstructures are
shown in Figure 2.1, where the pre-IC-annealing treatments were:
•

Austemper (AT): This treatment produces a bainitic structure through full
austenitization at 920°C for 30 minutes, followed by air cooling to 500°C and then
holding for 20 minutes before water quenching to produce bainite. The microstructure
consists of a mixture of upper bainite (UB), granular bainite (GB), and some retained
austenite and/or martensite grains.

•

Quench and Temper (QT): This treatment produces a tempered martensite, which is
accomplished through full austenitzation at 970°C for 30 minutes, water quenching, and
then tempering at 600°C for one hour. The microstructure consists of tempered
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martensite with a uniform distribution of fine carbide particles located at prior austenite
or martensite lath boundaries.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2.1: SEM micrographs of DP780-CR after undergoing the one of the pre-treatments: (a)
Austemper (AT) and, (b) Quench and Temper (QT) [4],[5].
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The pre-treated hot-band material was then cold-rolled on a laboratory rolling mill to
80% reduction in about 20 passes. The final DP microstructures were realized after IC annealing
in salt at 715-755°C and water quenched. IC annealing temperatures were selected so that each
variant had about 15% martensite by volume. Micrographs of the final microstructures are
shown in Figure 2.2, and measurements of their constituents summarized in Table 2.1.
Seyedrezai [4]-[6] made the following observations about the microstructures:
•

CR+IC: This microstructure consists of a fully recrystalized ferrite matrix with a bimodal
combination of large and small grains. The small grains are equiaxed and form at prior
pearlite locations, whereas the larger grains grew from previous ferrite grains. The
martensite particles are aligned along the rolling direction. The martensite and ferrite
grains are the largest of the three cold-rolled microstructures.

•

AT+IC: This microstructure consists of uniformly distributed martensite particles of two
sizes. The larger particles are elongated and located at prior bainite lath boundaries and
the smaller martensite particles are equiaxed and located at prior austenite grain
boundaries. The smaller martensite particles and the ferrite grains are the same sizes as
those seen in the CR+IC microstructure.

•

QT+IC: In this microstructure the martensite particles are the largest of all the
microstructures and located at the grain boundaries of prior austenite grains. Since few
martensite grains grow from prior martensite boundaries, there are large martensitefree ferrite grains. Some of the large ferrite grains are divided into multiple sub-grains.
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•

AT+CR+IC: This microstructure consists of a ferrite matrix made up of small, equiaxed
grains that are fully recrystallized and a uniform distribution of equiaxed martensite
particles.

•

QT+CR+IC: This treatment series produces a microstructure with martensite grains that
are similar in size and distribution to the CR+IC. The martensite grains are located at
ferrite boundaries and aligned with the rolling direction. However, the ferrite matrix
consists of a mixture of elongated large recrystallized grains, small recrystalized grains,
and bands of small un-recrystalized ferrite grains aligned along the rolling direction. The
average size of these ferrite grains is larger than the AT+CR+IC microstructure.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2.2: SEM micrographs of the five microstructural variants; (a) CR+IC, (b) CR+AT+IC, (c)
CR+QT+IC, (d) HB+CR+AT+IC, (e) HB+CR+QT+IC [4]-[6].
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(c)

(d)
Figure 2.2: Continued
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(e)
Figure 2.2: Continued
Table 2.1: Martensite and ferrite measurements of the five DP steel microstructures created by
Seyedrezai [4]-[6].

2.2 Mechanical Behaviour
DP steels are known for their continuous yielding, high initial work hardening rate, slower
hardening at high strains and low yield-to-tensile strength ratio. The continuous yielding
behaviour of DP steels has been attributed to the volume expansion of martensite during
quenching from IC annealing [23], [30]–[35]. The volume expansion of martensite is about 315

4%, which causes residual tensile stresses in the ferrite and compressive stresses in the
martensite. The transformation strain, 𝜖𝑡 , can be estimated as a function of the carbon content
[33]:
𝜀𝑡 = 0.0058 + 0.0045𝐶

(2.1)

where C is the carbon content of the alloy in weight percent. Sakaki et al. [33] estimated the
residual stresses by combining Equation 2.1 with the Eshelby method to show that the residual
stress in a ferrite grain is an increasing function of the martensite particle radius and decreases
with distance from the interface. The tensile residual stress in ferrite assists the deformation at
small strains (~1-2%) but is consumed as the strain increases [30], [32]. The high residual stress
at the interface of martensite and ferrite grains has also been shown to cause localized plastic
yielding in the ferrite adjacent to the interface [33]. This yielding introduces mobile dislocations
near the interfaces, shown in Figure 2.3, that have been referred to as transformation
dislocations. The transformation dislocations reduce the yield strength of the material because
they can be easily moved at small stresses. The continuous yielding of DP steels is caused by the
heterogenous distribution of the transformation dislocations. The dislocations become
immobilized gradually because some must travel further than others before becoming
immobilized [30]. A minimum volume fraction of martensite of about 15-20% is required to
produce the density of transformation dislocations necessary to produce continuous yielding
[36], [37].
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Figure 2.3: Mobile transformation dislocations located in ferrite at its interface with a
martensite particle [34].
Electron Back Scatter Diffraction (EBSD) studies of DP steel have shown that the amount
of transformation dislocations is a function of martensite particle size and is independent of
ferrite grain size [16], [38], [39]. Therefore, larger martensite particles will cause a larger area
fraction of a ferrite grain to contain transformation dislocations. For a given martensite particle
size, the distribution of transformation dislocations will become less heterogeneous as ferrite
grain size decreases, which can negatively impact the continuous yielding behaviour of the
material [40].
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2.3 Work hardening
The Holloman equation is used to describe the work hardening behaviour of many
materials:

𝜎 = 𝑘𝜀 𝑛

(2.2)

where σ is the stress, ε is the strain, and k and n are material dependent constants. When a
material follows Equation 2.2, a plot of log dσ/dϵ versus log ϵ is linear with a slope of n.
However, DP steels have been shown to work harden at a variable rate in three distinct stages,
as seen in Figure 2.4 [13], [27], [34], [41].
In the first stage of work hardening, the ferrite and martensite deform elastically
together before the ferrite transitions into the plastic region, consuming residual stresses
within [34], [39]. In the second stage of the hardening, the ferrite deforms plastically while the
martensite remains elastic. The rate of hardening decreases in this stage compared to the first
because of the additional contributions of the back-stress and geometrically necessary
dislocations (GNDs). This stage continues until about 2-4% strain, afterwards the contributions
of the back-stress and GNDs begin to saturate [34], [37], [42], [43]. The final stage of hardening
occurs at strains greater than 4%. In this stage the ferrite and martensite begin to deform
homogeneously, dynamic recovery effects begin, and/ or voids may develop [13], [44]–[49].
The presence of different work hardening stages indicates that some non-conventional
mechanisms act in addition to conventional hardening mechanisms such as solid solution
hardening, grain boundary hardening, and precipitation hardening. The additional hardening is
caused by the different mechanical properties of the two constituent phases, where the ferrite
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matrix is comparably much softer and easier to deform than the harder martensite particles
interspersed throughout. Martensite is considered non-deformable at low strains and leads to
plastic incompatibility as the deformation of the ferrite is restricted by the rigid martensite
particles. This leads to the generation of long range internal stresses, referred to as back-stress,
in the ferrite matrix that cause hardening [50], [51].

Figure 2.4: The three stages of work hardening in a dual-phase steel [34].
The gradient of strain caused by the plastic inhomogeneity of the two constituents is
accommodated by the introduction of GNDs. GNDS have been shown to form in a soft matrix
with hard particles at relatively small strains [52], [53]. Their density is proportional to the
distance from the hard particle.
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Seyedrezai [4]-[6] examined the yielding and work hardening behaviour of the five DP
steel microstructural variants described in Section 2.1.2. While all the variants had
approximately the same volume fraction of martensite, they varied significantly in their uniaxial
tensile behaviour. Since each of the microstructural variants has about 15% martensite by
volume, the strength of the martensite, and consequently the amount of strain partitioning
between the hard and soft phases, is the same for all the variants. The differences in tensile
behaviour were therefore attributed to the differences in the spatial distribution and
morphology of the martensite. Of the three variants created from the cold-rolled material, the
CR+IC microstructure showed the best tensile properties, which was attributed to the variant’s
larger and uniformly sized martensite particles, and the QT+IC showed the worst tensile
behaviour, due to its elongated martensite particles distributed irregularly in the matrix. The
three variants created from the cold-rolled material all showed continuous yielding, while the
two created from the hot-band material yielded discontinuously. The additional cold rolling
step used in making the hot-band microstructures resulted in a finer ferrite matrix and smaller
spacing between martensite particles. With less distance between martensite particles, the
initial work hardening in these microstructures was dominated by the generation of GNDs at
the ferrite-martensite interfaces that impede the movement of mobile dislocations through
entanglement and cause discontinuous yielding.
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2.4 Back-Stress
The concept of back-stress in soft materials embedded with hard particles was studied
comprehensively by Brown and Stobbs in the 1970s [52]–[54]. When a mobile dislocation
traveling through a matrix encounters a rigid particle it leaves behind an Orowan loop, a form
of GND that is a closed loop around a particle. The loop leaves behind short-range and longrange internal stresses. The short-range stresses are non-directional and have a mean value of
zero. The long-range stresses are directional in nature and responsible for the back-stress that
is imposed on the matrix. If the hard and soft constituents have the same elastic modulus,
Brown and Stobbs calculated the back-stress using Eshelby’s approach:

𝜏𝐵 = 2𝜇𝜙𝑓𝛾𝑝

(2.3)

where, μ is the shear modulus, φ is the morphology accommodation factor (assumed to be 0.5
for spherical particles), f is the volume fraction of the hard particles, and γP is the plastic shear
strain. Equation 2.3 shows that the back-stress should increase linearly with plastic strain.
However, at small strains local plastic relaxation of the back-stress occurs by the generation of
GNDs in the matrix near the interface with the hard particles [54]. The GNDs interact with the
primary slip systems to cause the material to work harden too rapidly for the back-stress to be
completely relieved. To account for this relaxation effect, Equation 2.3 was modified to include
only the contribution of the unrelaxed portion of the plastic shear strain, 𝛾𝑃∗ , which is calculated
using Ashby’s work hardening model [52], [53]:
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1

(2.4)

8𝛾𝑝 𝑏 2
𝛾𝑝∗ ≈ 𝛼 [
]
𝜋𝑟

where, α describes the forest hardening strength (usually 0.35), b is the Burgers vector and r is
the radius of the particle. Combining Equations 2.3 and 2.4, the back-stress becomes:
1

8𝛾𝑝 𝑏 2
𝜏𝐵 = 2𝛼𝜇𝜙𝑓 [
]
𝜋𝑟

(2.5)

Back-stress can be measured in a two part forward-reverse loading test. The directional
nature of the back-stress results in softening of the material in the reverse direction, referred to
as the Bauschinger effect. Mobile dislocations become pinned by the directional back-stress
when strained in the primary forward direction. However, dislocation movement is not
impeded by the back-stress when the strain is reversed. The softening of the material appears
in two stages on the stress-strain curves, shown in Figure 2.5.

𝑦

Forward yield, 𝜎𝐹

Figure 2.5: Components of the Softening Effect shown on an example forward-reverse stressstrain curve where reverse loading has been mirrored about the x axis [4].
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The transient effect, shown in Figure 2.5, is the reduced yield stress in the reverse
𝑦

direction compared to the forward yield point: 𝜎𝑅 < 𝜎𝐹𝑢 . Permanent softening follows as the
reverse flow curve becomes parallel to the forward curve but at a reduced stress.
The model based on dislocation theory created by Ibrahim and Embury [55] was one of
the first methods used to calculate the back-stress from the results of a forward-reverse flow
curve. The flow stress in the forward or reverse loading direction is assumed to be a linear
summation of the initial flow stress (or unloading stress) 𝜎𝑜 , the back-stress 𝜎𝐵 , and the nondirectional work hardening components 𝜎𝑠 :

𝝈𝑭𝒐𝒓𝒘𝒂𝒓𝒅 = 𝝈𝒐 + 𝝈𝑩 + 𝝈𝒔

(2.6)

𝝈𝑹𝒆𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒔𝒆 = 𝝈𝒐 − 𝝈𝑩 + 𝝈𝒔

(2.7)

The initial flow stress and non-directional hardening components in Equations 2.6 and 2.7 are
equal, so the back-stress can be calculated by summing the two Equations together to obtain:

𝝈𝑩 =

𝝈𝑭 − 𝝈𝑹
𝟐

(2.8)

When the forward and reverse flow curves have become parallel, Equation 2.8 shows that the
back-stress is equal to half the difference of the forward and reverse flow stresses. Achieving
reverse strains large enough for the flow curves to become parallel is difficult because of
buckling and apparatus limitations. To overcome the difficulties associated with reaching the
large reverse strains, and to create a more accurate measurement, Equation 2.8 was modified:
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𝑶𝒇𝒇𝒔𝒆𝒕

𝑶𝒇𝒇𝒔𝒆𝒕
𝝉𝑩

𝑶𝒇𝒇𝒔𝒆𝒕

where 𝝉𝑩

𝑶𝒇𝒇𝒔𝒆𝒕

, 𝝉𝑼𝒏𝒍𝒐𝒂𝒅
, and 𝝉𝑹
𝑭

𝝉𝑼𝒏𝒍𝒐𝒂𝒅
− 𝝉𝑹
𝑭
=
𝟐

(2.9)

are the shear back-stress, forward unloading shear stress,

and the reverse offset-yield shear stress, respectively. Shear stresses are shown as they will be
used in the present study. To determine the reverse yield point, an offset from the linear-elastic
portion of the line is employed. An offset value of between 0.05% and 0.2% is used to shift the
linear portion along the X axis, and the yield point is determined at the intersection of the
offset line and the original stress-strain curve. The value of the offset has been shown to impact
the value of the measured yield stress but not the trends observed when comparing the yield
stresses [4],[5]. Using this method, a clear relationship between the amount of forward prestrain and the back-stress was observed [54].

2.4.1 Back-Stress Testing Methods
A variety of test methods and apparatuses have been proposed and used to measure
the amount of back-stress or the magnitude of the Bauschinger effect in a metal. The tests all
consist of a forward “pre-strain” step followed by deformation in a different direction. Many of
the methods use opposite loads to create the two steps, however some apparatuses allow for
multiple load types. It is important to consider how each test method affects the measurement
of the back-stress and whether results from different experiments can be compared.
Some of the earliest tests involving back-stress and the Bauschinger effect were
completed using standard uniaxial tension compression apparatuses. The experiments were
limited because buckling and bending occur easily in compression. To counteract bending and
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buckling, specialized load alignment fixtures were developed to constrain the specimen and
help prevent failure during compression. The sample is centered by collets during tensioning so
that when it is compressed the load is applied purely axially. Furthermore, symmetrical rods
were used as samples to reduce chances of buckling at large compressive loads. However, the
relative amount of the possible compressive strain is small compared to other methods.
Furthermore, the complex sample geometry is difficult to produce, and its deformation cannot
be directly related to common processes such as sheet metal forming [56]. As a result of these
limitations, early experiments were not able to consider the effect of the magnitude of initial
pre-strain and focused on the magnitude of the overstrain (ratio of initial to secondary strain).
Torsion testing provides a solution to the limited strain capabilities of constrained
uniaxial testing. Thin walled tubular samples can be twisted to relatively large strains without
experiencing any bending or buckling. However, failure can still occur in the form of excessive
thinning. In addition to torsion, this method allows for many different types of loads to be
applied such as: internal pressure (hoop stress), and axial tension/compression. Multiple load
types can be combined to see the influence of anisotropy on the Bauschinger effect and backstress. Tension-torsion components were used to show that softening related to the presence
of back-stress occurs in loading paths offset from the reverse direction [4].
Bending tests allow for multiple load types to be utilized. A thin sheet sample can be
pre-strained in tension or in bending before a reverse bending stress is applied with minimal
risk of non-uniform deformation at large strains. The close relationship between deformation
caused by pure bending moment and uniaxial tension allowed some researchers to assess the
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back-stress and Bauschinger effect at large reverse strains without the buckling and bending
associated with compression of sheet metal [55].
In-plane simple shear tests have recently been used to perform forward-reverse tests
with the capability of achieving large strains. Thin sheet samples are constrained between rigid
covers so that only shear strain can occur. The shear apparatus developed by Seyedrezai [4]
utilized 130x50mm samples with two 8x50mm shear zones, shown in Figure 2.6, along with the
shear apparatus.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.6: In-plane shear strain sample (a), and apparatus (b),(c), created by Seyedrezai [4].
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In-plane shear strain apparatuses create uniform deformation without the risk of failure
from buckling or thinning [57]. Seyedrezai [4] completed forward-reverse loading tests with
forward large forward displacements of up to 5mm. Shear strain of thin sheet samples can be
easily related to common metal forming processes.

2.4.2 Effect of Steel Composition on Back-Stress
The magnitude of back-stress in a metal is dependent on its microstructural parameters
which are directly related to its composition and treatment. For steels one of the most
important factors is carbon content. Increased carbon concentration is associated with higher
strength but less formability in steels. Many studies have been completed with the goal of
determining the effect of carbon content on back-stress and the Bauschinger effect in steels. In
the experiments performed by Han et al [58], a constrained uniaxial test apparatus was used to
analyze the Bauschinger effect in a low carbon steel, DP steel, and a high strength low-alloy
steel (HSLA), with compositions shown in Table 2.2. The HSLA and DP steels have the same
composition, but the DP steel undergoes an additional inter-critical annealing treatment to
produce the ferrite-martensite microstructure, while the HSLA remains untreated and contains
larger grains with equilibrium phases.
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Table 2.2: Compositions of steel used by Han et al. [59]

In addition to measuring the magnitude of the Bauschinger effect in different steels, the
experiment also examined the effect of pre-strain. Specimens were strained to a predetermined value in tension, then compressed until reaching the yield point. The Bauschinger
effect in the three steels was quantified using the Bauschinger effect parameter (BE):

𝝈𝑹𝒆𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒔𝒂𝒍 − |𝝈𝑪𝒐𝒎𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒔𝒔𝒊𝒗𝒆 𝒀𝒊𝒆𝒍𝒅 |
𝑩𝑬 =
𝝈𝑹𝒆𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒔𝒂𝒍

(2.10)

An offset of 0.05% was used when determining the compressive yield stress. Although
this method is different from the offset method in Equation 2.9 in that the value is normalized
to the stress at reversal, the trends and relative magnitudes are comparable. Figure 2.7 shows
that varying compositions of the steels have a significant impact on the magnitude of the
Bauschinger effect, and therefore the amount of back-stress, in a steel. The low carbon steel
had the lowest Bauschinger effect parameter at all pre-strains. The HSLA and the DP steel had
the same composition but different processing; the DP steel, containing martensite, showed
much larger Bauschinger effect than the untreated HSLA steel [60].
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Figure 2.7: BE vs Pre-strain for three different steel grades: dual-phase (DP), high-strength low
alloy (HSLA), and low-carbon (LC)[60].
Aouafi [60] used a simple shear apparatus to measure the kinematic hardening
parameter upon reverse loading of an interstitial free steel and two variants of an HSLA steel.
The exact compositions of the steels used in this experiment were not stated, however IF steels
generally have very low carbon content and consist of a single ferrite phase. The two variants of
HSLA steel are stated to have varying carbon and precipitate content; H360 has a higher carbon
content than H280. The kinematic hardening parameter, X, used to analyze the data gathered
from the forward- reverse shear tests is equivalent to the back-stress calculated using Equation
2.10. Figure 2.8 shows that greater back-stress occur in the HSLA steel, which has a higher
carbon content than the IF steel. Of the two HSLA steels, the H360 steel, which has the higher
carbon content, showed the largest back-stress. However, this steel also has more precipitate
particles than the H280 steel, which can affect the hardening of the steel. Figure 2.8 also shows
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that back-stress increases with larger pre-strains, but at an increased rate compared to Figure
2.7. This is likely a result of using larger pre-strain values than Han, whose experiments were
limited due to buckling occurring sooner on the constrained uniaxial test apparatus [54].

Figure 2.8: Back-stress vs pre-strain for simple shear tests [54].
The experiments performed by Han et al. [58],[59] and Aouafi et al. [60] show that
carbon content plays a significant role in the magnitude of back-stress or the Bauschinger effect
in a steel. In both experiments the steels with higher carbon contents had larger back-stress.
Steels with higher carbon content are usually stronger but less ductile than low carbon steels.
The increased strength is often associated with the more complex microstructures than other
steels or the presence of precipitates. Han showed that a DP steel has higher back-stress than a
steel with the same carbon content but with an equilibrium microstructure. Therefore,
although steels with higher carbon content have larger back-stress when pre-strained, a direct
correlation cannot be made. Higher back-stress are likely a result of microstructural variances
between the different steels caused by processing and heat treatments.
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2.4.3 Impact of Microstructure on Back-Stress
Few studies have been conducted on the effects of microstructural parameters on backstress. Studies examining different types of steels have indirectly revealed that the presence of
martensite and other hard precipitates resulted in higher back-stress. One of the earliest
experiments to note this relationship was performed by Milligan et al. [56] where bainitic,
pearlitic and martensitic variants of a 4330 steel were examined. The experiment was
performed using a constrained uniaxial tension-compression apparatus. Ultimately, it was
concluded that only a small variation (about 15%) in back-stress was observed for the three
variants, with the martensitic variant having the greatest back-stress. This study did not
examine differences in morphology and spatial distribution of the phases present in the steels.
The work by Seyedrazi [4], upon which the present work is based, is one of few to examine in
detail the effect of microstructural parameters on back-stress. Seyedrazi [4] measured the backstress developed in the five microstructural variants discussed in Section 2.1.2, during forwardreverse loading completed on the in-plane shear strain apparatus shown in Section 2.4.1. Backstresses were calculated using Equation 2.9 at varying forward pre-strains, calculated using grid
strain mapping, and a reverse yield point determined with a 0.2% offset. The results of the
back-stress experiments for the five microstructural variants, as well as an IF steel, are shown in
Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Back-stress vs pre-strain determined with a 0.2% yield offset for five DP780 steel
microstructures and IF steel [4].
Figure 2.9 shows that the back-stress increases with increasing pre-strains in all
microstructural variants. Like uniaxial tension, the differences in the morphology and spatial
distribution of the martensite particles cause the different behaviours of the variants. Smaller
martensite particles and decreased spacing results in lower back-stress. The CR+IC condition
has the largest back-stress and largest martensite particles. The hot-band microstructures have
less back-stress than CR+IC. They have the smallest spacing between martensite particles. The
elongated particles in the AT+IC microstructure have an impact on the stress-strain
compatibility of the constituents that causes a decrease in the back-stress for this variant
compared to the others. This microstructure also included some martensite particles within
ferrite grains, as opposed to at the grain boundaries, which results in a reduction in the space
between particles and back-stress. The rate of increase of back-stress decreases with increasing
pre-strain in all the microstructural variants.
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2.4.4 Deformation and Damage to DP Microstructures
Damage to the microstructure of DP steels in the form of voids or martensite plasticity
has been observed at high strains. The damage behaviour of a DP steel, like its other
mechanical properties, depends on the volume fraction, spatial distribution, and the
morphology of the constituents. Martensite plasticity has been observed when its strength has
been reduced so that stress transfer between the ferrite and martensite is increased. The
strength of martensite is reduced when its carbon content is lowered through increasing its
volume fraction or through tempering [45], [61], [62]. The stress transfer between ferrite and
martensite can be calculated using a model based on the work completed by Eshelby [63]. The
load transfer is a function of the martensite morphology, volume fraction and the ferrite matrix
flow stress. This model shows that elongated particles and those arranged in a banded
distribution are subjected to increased load transfer from the ferrite matrix and will therefore
begin to deform plastically sooner that spherical or equiaxed particles. The nucleation of voids
is reduced when martensite plasticity occurs in the microstructure.
Void damage has been observed in DP steel microstructures. Three main forms of voids,
shown in Figure 2.10, were observed: cracking of single martensite particles, separation of
adjacent martensite grains, and decohesion of the ferrite-martensite interface [38], [46], [61],
[64]. Voids nucleate in spheres that are less than one micron in diameter. After nucleation,
voids grow rapidly by elongating into ellipsoids aligned with the major strain direction leading
to ductile fracture of the material. Decohesion of the ferrite-martensite interface occurs more
frequently in biaxial tension than in uniaxial tension or plane-strain because of the higher
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strains. In the biaxial stress condition, growth is slowed because the voids remain spherical by
growing equally in the major and minor direction. In uniaxial tensile stress conditions, negative
minor strains can supress void growth, improving formability. The fastest void growth has been
observed in the plane-strain condition because the voids become sharp, with large stress
concentrations at the tips [64].
While a great amount of work has been completed studying the mechanical behaviour
and thermal processing of DP steels, as well as back-stress, there are some outstanding
questions that should be investigated. The present work aims to provide additional insight
regarding the relationship between DP steel microstructural parameters, such as martensite
particle size and spatial distribution, and back-stress. Similarly, the relationship between backstress and martensite content in DP steels has not been examined in detail. Finally, the impact
of microstructural damage, such as fracture or plastic deformation of the martensite particles,
on the saturation of back-stress at higher pre-strains requires further investigation.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2.10: The three types of voids observed in DP steels by; (a) Martensite Cracking, (b)
Decohesion of ferrite-martensite interfaces, (c) Separation of adjacent martensite grains [64].
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3 Experimental Procedure
3.1 Materials
The steels used in this study were a DP780 grade as 0.95mm thick cold-rolled (CR) sheet
and 2.6mm thick hot band (HB), provided by US-Steel Canada and Stelco, respectively. The
chemical compositions of the steels are shown in Table 3.1. All samples were cut so that the
loading and rolling directions were aligned.
Table 3.1: Chemical composition (wt. %) of DP780-CR and DP780-HB.
DP780- C
Mn P
S
Si
Cu
Ni
Cr
Ti
Nb
CR
0.09 2.1
0.012 0.006 0.02 0.03
0.01
0.26 0.001 0.002
DP780- C
Mn P
S
Si
Cu
Ni
Cr
Ti
Nb
HB
0.1
2.44 0.012 0.003 0.03 0.048 0.018 0.25 0.033 0.043

N

Mo

B

0.004
N
0.005

0.29
V
0.008

0
Al
0.047

3.2 Thermo-Mechanical Processing
Two pre-treatments developed by Seyedrezai[4]-[6] for DP780 steels were used to create
two distinct microstructural variants before the IC annealing process:
•

Austemper (AT): This treatment produces a bainitic microstructure, accomplished
through full austenitization at 920°C for 30 minutes, followed by air cooling to 500°C
and then holding for 20 minutes before water quenching.

•

Quench and Temper (QT): This treatment produces a tempered martensite
microstructure. This was accomplished through full austenitzation at 970°C for 30
minutes, water quenching, and then tempering at 600°C for one hour.
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For the cold-rolled (CR) starting material, shear-test samples were cut from the sheet before
pre-treatments using a water-jet cutter. The austenitization and tempering treatments were
carried out in a Lindberg 54232 tube furnace with continuous argon flow. The bainite holds
were completed in a salt bath of potassium nitrate. The temperature variation along the width
of the samples was 10°C for the austenitization and tempering treatments and 5°C for the
bainite hold in the salt bath. The resulting microstructures will be referred to as CR+AT and
CR+QT.
The hot band (HB) was cut into 140x160mm blanks before the pre-treatments using a
hydraulic sheet metal shear. The austenitization and tempering treatments were completed in
a larger Thermolyne F-series furnace under continuous argon flow. The bainite holds were
completed in a salt bath of potassium nitrate. The temperature variation along the length of the
samples was 15°C for the austenitization and tempering, and 10°C for the bainitic hold in the
salt bath. The treated blanks were then cold rolled to 0.75mm, a 70% reduction, in about 20
passes on a lab-scale rolling mill. Shear test samples were cut from the cold rolled sheet using a
water-jet cutter. The resulting microstructures will be referred to as HB+AT+CR70 and
HB+QT+CR70.
The final processing step involved inter-critical (IC) annealing of the five microstructural
variants to produce the final dual-phase microstructures. IC annealing was carried out in a salt
bath in an upright Lindberg furnace for 300 seconds with an average heating rate of 20K/s. IC
annealing temperatures of 755°C and 740°C were selected for the CR and HB samples,
respectively, to produce the desired 40% volume fraction of martensite. The resulting
microstructures will be referred to as CR+AT+IC755, CR+QT+IC755, HB+AT+CR70+IC740, and
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HB+QT+CR70+IC740. Additionally, the cold rolled material without any pre-treatments was
considered. It was IC annealed at 755°C and will be referred to as CR+IC755.

3.3 Microstructural Characterization
Metallographic samples were cut from the center of the heat-treated blanks for
metallographic examination. Samples were mounted in conductive phenolic pucks and then
ground using successively finer grits of sandpaper up until 3000 grit, then polished using 9micron diamond solutions, and finished with 0.06 micron colloidal silica. Immediately following
the final polishing step, the samples were etched for 13 seconds in 2% nital to reveal grain
boundaries and martensite particles. Metallographic examination was completed using a Nova
Nano-SEM with a working distance of 5mm, an accelerating voltage of 20kV, and a 5mm spot
size. Unless otherwise stated, all micrographs are aligned so that the vertical axis is the rolling
direction and the horizontal is the transverse direction.
The volume fraction of the martensite phase was measured using the ASTM-E562 manual
point counting technique. Measurements were taken from ten images of each microstructure
for a total of about 4000 points. The average particle size of the martensite was measured for
all the microstructural variants using the ASTM-E112 intercept method with vertical and
horizontal lines of a known length. To better understand the effect of cold rolling on grain size
refinement, the ferrite grain size was also measured in each of the five microstructures.
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3.4 Mechanical Testing
3.4.1 Uniaxial Tensile Tests
Blanks of the five microstructural variants, prior to IC annealing, were water-jet cut into
uniaxial tensile specimens with 25mm gauge length as per ASTM-E8. The final IC annealing step
was then carried out to produce the five microstructures described in Section 4.1. Uniaxial
tensile tests were performed to failure on a hydraulic Instron 8521 with a ±100kN load cell and
at a constant extension rate of 0.75mm/min. Strain was measured using a 25mm gauge Instron
clip-on extensometer. Engineering stress was calculated from the load and the initial thickness
and width of the sample. Engineering strain was taken directly from the extensometer data.
The instantaneous work hardening exponent, n, was calculated from Equation 2.2 and plotted
as a function of strain for all samples.

3.4.2 In-Plane Shear Tests
The experiments utilized the in-plane shear fixture and specimen geometry described by
Seyedrezai[4], shown in Figure 2.6, and the Instron 8521 with a ±100kN load cell. Dry graphite
spray-on lubrication was applied to all contact surfaces. The specimen was designed to have
two 8mm wide shear zones constrained from buckling by the cover of the fixture. The specimen
was fixed between the plunger and spacer with four 30mm M10 high strength steel class 10.9
bolts and nuts. The plunger and specimen were then moved up into alignment with the four
holes on the base. The outside holes of the specimen were fixed to the base with the cover and
four 90mm M10 high strength steel class 10.9 bolts and nuts. All bolts and nuts were tightened
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with a torque wrench to the recommended 53ft.lb for unlubricated M10 class 10.9 fasteners.
The original procedure was modified to decrease the specimen slipping in the fixture by
ensuring even clamping pressure through tightening the fasteners in a cross pattern, and
replacing the bolts after every four tests, or at the first sign of thread stretching.
Forward-reverse loading tests were used to measure the back-stress at different values
of pre-strains for each of the five microstructural variants. A sample was subjected to one
forward-reverse test. The pre-strain in each test was varied by increasing the forward
displacements in increments of 2mm starting from 1mm, as summarized in Table 3.2. Variation
in the mechanical properties of the five microstructural variants caused some to fail at lower
forward displacement than others, so the forward displacement was increased to the maximum
possible for each microstructure. The reverse displacement was selected to allow the specimen
to be fully unloaded, and then loaded in the reverse direction just past the reverse yield point.
To ensure reproducibility, a minimum of five forward-reverse tests were completed at each
forward displacement for each microstructure. Only selected tests were plotted for clarity.
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Table 3.2: Details of forward-reverse in-plane shear tests.
Material

Forward Displacement
(mm)

Reverse Displacement
(mm)

Number of Tests
Completed

CR+IC755

1
3
5
7
1
3
5
7
9
1
3
5
7
9
1
3
5
7
1
3
5

3
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
3
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

CR+AT+IC755

CR+QT+IC755

HB+AT+CR70+IC740

HB+QT+CR70+IC740

3.4.3 Stress and Strain Measurements
An initial approximation of the shear strain can be calculated from the crosshead
displacement and the specimen geometry. Assuming ideal shear conditions, where shear strain
occurs only within the theoretical shear zone, shown in Figure 3.1 (a), and that the normal
strain in the x and y directions are zero, the raw shear strain (Υxy) can be estimated as:

𝛾𝑥𝑦 =

∆𝑦
.
𝑤

(3.1)
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Similarly, it was assumed that the shear stress only occurs on the x-y plane along the height of
the specimen, H. Shear stress for one of the two shear zones (Figure 3.1 (a)) is calculated by:

𝜏𝑥𝑦 =

1
(2)𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝐻𝑡

.

(3.2)

where H and t, are the height and thickness of the shear test sample. The shear stress- strain
curves from the forward displacement experiments were plotted on the same axis for each
microstructural variant. The reverse loading portions of the data were mirrored about the y axis
and plotted in red.
More accurate measurements of the shear strain can be obtained through direct
measurement of a grid applied to the surface of the specimen, shown in Figure 3.1. The grid
pattern consists of dots of paint about 0.75mm in diameter applied to the shear zone of a
specimen with 2mm by 2mm spacing. The grid was applied using a marker press attached to a
2D computer-controlled stage. The grid was photographed through the windows of the fixed
grip cover using a Nikon D70 digital camera with an effective resolution of about
32microns/pixel on a tripod. Images were taken prior to testing and at the point of strain
reversal. The images were then processed in ImageJ to separate the grid pattern from the
image and index the coordinates of each dot. Next, the indexed grid patterns of both the
undeformed and deformed grids were sorted into their respective 2 by 2 quadrilateral
elements. The normal (𝜖𝑥 , 𝜖𝑦 ) and shear strains (𝛾𝑥𝑦 ) were calculated using a custom Matlab
script based on reference [65]; these strains are referred to herein as the real strains. The real
strains were only measured at the point of forward unloading and were used to show the
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development of back-stress at varying pre-strains; all other calculations use the strain
calculated from the displacement data; referred to as the raw shear strain.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.1: (a) Undeformed shear test sample with grid applies. (b) Shear test sample and grid
deformed to 7mm forward displacement.
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3.4.4 Back-Stress
The back-stress was calculated using the offset method [58], which is used in recent
publications featuring DP steels [26],[60], and is shown in Equation 2.9. The back-stress is
defined as half the difference between the forward unloading stress and the reverse yield
stress. The reverse yield stress is determined herein using a raw strain offset of 0.2%. The slope
of the elastic region can be affected by the type of strain (raw vs. real). However, the offset only
determines the onset of non-linearity, so the slope of the elastic region is not important.
Therefore, the raw shear stress-strain data were used to determine the offset back-stress. Backstress was plotted with the real shear strains for each microstructural variant.

3.5 Damage Characterization
3.5.1 Micro-Computed Tomographic Imaging
Micro-computed tomographic (micro-CT) imaging was employed to detect voids in
deformed samples of the five microstructures. Imaging was completed on selected samples of
all five microstructures deformed only in the forward direction to 5mm. Coupons to be imaged
were cut from the center of the shear zone using a Struers Accutom precision cut-off machine,
as shown in Figure 3.2. The coupons were 0.95 x 0.95 x 5mm for the cold rolled variants and
0.75 x 0.75 x 5mm, for the HB samples due to their different thicknesses. The coupons were
then mounted vertically on a stainless-steel dowel meant for positioning samples in the microCT scanner. Imaging was completed in a Xradia MicroXCT-400 scanner at an X-ray beam energy
of 100kV and a power of 10W. 2000 projections were taken per scan over 184° of sample
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rotation with an acquisition time of approximately 70s per projection. These settings were
selected to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio of the scans [65].The raw images from the scans
were de-speckled and center-shift corrected before being passed through a non-local means
de-noising and thresholding algorithm in order to separate the voids from the background
steel. Avizo Fire 8.1 was then used to construct 3-D renderings of the detected void damage
with a voxel size of 1.15μm, and to measure void size and volume fraction. Given the level of
noise in the micro-CT images, only features with a volume of 41 voxels (3.45μm x 3.45μm
3.45μm) or greater were considered to be voids.

0.75mm/0.9m
5mm

Figure 3.2: Location and dimensions of Micro-CT imaging coupon (modified from [4]).

3.5.2 Metallographic Analysis of Voids with Scanning Electron Microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy was used to image voids in deformed samples of the five
microstructures. Imaging was completed on selected samples of all five microstructures
deformed only in the forward direction to 5mm. Sections of the deformed samples, about 1mm
square, were cut from the center of the shear zone of deformed shear test samples using a
Struers Accutom precision cut-off machine. These sections were then mounted and polished,
using the procedure described in Section 3.3, to reveal the plane of the rolling direction and the
transverse direction. SEM examination was completed using a Nova NanoSEM with a working
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distance of 5mm, accelerating voltage of 20kV, and a spot size of 5mm. Damage was identified
while panning over the sample at a low magnification, about 2000x. Higher magnification
images of the damage were then obtained at 10000x to 20000x.
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4 Results
4.1 Microstructures
4.1.1 Cold Rolled (CR) Sheet Starting Condition
The microstructures of the CR variants after the pre-treatments can be summarized as follows:
•

The CR microstructure consists of a deformed mixture of ferrite, pearlite and some
martensite. The ferrite grains are smaller than in CR+AT and CR+QT.

•

The CR+AT microstructure comprises upper bainite (UB), granular bainite (GB), and
individual martensite particles (M).

•

The CR+QT microstructure shows tempered martensite with a uniform distribution of
small carbide particles at the prior austenite and martensite lath boundaries

The microstructures for these three conditions are similar to those reported by Seyedrezai
[4]-[6]. The final microstructures after IC-annealing at 755°C for 5 minutes for the CR starting
conditions are shown in Figure 4.1. Measurements of the ferrite grain size and the volume
fraction, average grain sizes and the morphology and spatial distribution of the martensite are
given in Table 4.1. The following observations made of the CR microstructures after IC
annealing:
•

The CR+IC755 microstructure consists of a mixture of larger martensite particles or
clusters of particles and some smaller individual particles. The large martensite regions
correspond to prior pearlite locations as shown by banding along the rolling direction.
The smaller martensite particles are located at ferrite grain boundaries or within ferrite
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grains. The ferrite is recrystalized, as no deformation is visible and the grains are
equiaxed. Smaller ferrite grains correspond to pearlite locations, whereas the larger
ferrite grains correspond to prior pearlite-free regions.
•

The CR+AT+IC755 microstructure features elongated martensite particles positioned
along prior lath bainite locations in the AT microstructure. There are some smaller
martensite particles with a similar appearance to those in CR+IC755. The martensite is
uniformly distributed among ferrite grains that are approximately the same size as in
CR+IC755.

•

The CR+QT+IC755 microstructure consists of an irregular spatial and size distribution of
martensite. There are some large martensite-free regions comprising small ferrite grains
located at prior martensite lath boundaries.
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(a)
RD

RD
TD

TD

(b)
Figure 4.1: Final dual-phase microstructures of the cold rolled starting condition for (a) CR+IC755 (b)
CR+AT+IC755 (c) CR+QT+IC755. Martensite appears white, ferrite appears grey. Vertical axis is rolling direction
and horizontal is transverse.
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(c)
Figure 4.1: Continued
Table 4.1: Ferrite and martensite particle measurements for microstructures of CR starting
condition (Figure 4.1).
Ferrite
Microstructure

Size, D (μm)

Martensite
Vol. Fraction, 𝑓
(%)

Size, 𝑑
(μm)

√𝑓/𝑑
(%μm-1)1/2

Morphology

Spatial
Distribution
Banding
along the
rolling
direction

CR+IC755

4.85±0.12

40.0±3.2

1.20±0.09

5.77±0.11

Bimodal
mix of large
and small
particles

AT+IC755

4.21±0.05

42.9±3.5

1.00±0.04

6.55±0.09

Elongated
particles

Uniform

QT+IC755

3.96±0.02

40.1±4.7

1.50±0.06

5.17±0.12

Irregular

Uniform
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4.1.2 Hot Band (HB) Sheet Starting Condition
Micrographs of the as-received HB, HB+AT, and HB+QT are shown in Figure 4.2. The
following observations can be made:
•

The as-received HB microstructure consists of ferrite and pearlite with some martensite
distributed evenly throughout.

•

The HB+AT microstructure consists of granular bainite (GB), upper bainite (UB) and
some individual martensite (M) formed from untransformed austenite at the end of the
bainitic hold.

•

The HB+QT microstructure consists of tempered martensite with uniformly distributed
carbide particles.

•

The HB+AT and HB+QWT microstructures are similar to those produced by Seyedrazi [4].
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.2: SEM micrographs of (a) as received HB, (b) HB+AT and (c) HB+QT conditions. Ferrite
appears dark, non-ferritic phases appear white, where (M) is martensite, (P) is pearlite, (GB) is
granular bainite, and (UB) is upper bainite.
Figure 4.3 shows the final microstructures of the HB samples after IC annealing.
Measurements of the average ferrite grain size, D, martensite grain size, d, martensite volume
fraction, f, and the √𝑓/𝑑 values are presented in Table 4.2. The ferrite grain size gives a good
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indication of the spatial distribution of martensite particles because the martensite is mostly
equiaxed and located at the ferrite grain boundaries. The following observations can be made:
•

The HB+AT+CR70+IC740 microstructure comprise equiaxed recrystalized ferrite grains.
The martensite particles are equiaxed and located at the ferrite grain boundaries, but no
banding is present because the ferrite grains are relatively small. The martensite
particles are on average smaller than those present in the cold rolled starting condition
microstructures.

•

The HB+QT+CR70+IC740 microstructure is drastically different than the CR+QT+IC755
microstructure, but similar to CR+IC755. There is a mixture of smaller equiaxed and
larger irregular martensite grains. The martensite is distributed irregularly around ferrite
grains of varying size. Some banding along the rolling direction can be seen. The ferrite
appears to be mostly recrystalized, with some grains elongated along the rolling
direction.
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RD
TD

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.3: Final microstructures after IC annealing for (a) HB+AT+CR70+IC740, (b)
HB+QT+CR70+IC740.
Table 4.2: Ferrite and martensite particle measurements for the microstructures in Figure 4.3.
Ferrite
Martensite
Volume
Size, d
Spatial
-1
1/2
Size, D (μm) Fraction, f (%)
(μm) √𝑓/𝑑 (%μm ) Morphology Distribution
HB+AT+CR70+IC755 2.19±0.44

41.66±5.32

0.97±0.57

6.24±3.42

HB+QT+CR70+IC755 2.41±0.34

43.54±2.82

1.05±0.21

5.68±0.96

Equiaxed
Uniform
Bimodal
Mixture of
mixture of martensitelarge and free regions &
small grains clusters of
martensite
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4.2 Mechanical Testing
4.2.1 Uniaxial Tensile Testing
Engineering stress-strain curves from the uniaxial tensile testing of the five
microstructural variants are shown in Figure 4.4 (a), and plots of the instantaneous work
hardening exponent, ni, and engineering strain are shown in Figure 4.4 (b). The end of uniform
elongation (corresponding with the UTS) is labeled with an asterisk for each curve in Figure 4.4
(a). The yield strength was determined with a 0.2% offset and is listed in Table 4.3 along with
the UTS, and uniform strain for each microstructure. The following observations can be made
from Figure 4.3 and Table 4.3:
•

All five microstructures exhibit continuous yielding behaviour.

•

There is variation in the yield strength of the microstructures, shown in Table 4.3. The
hot band microstructures, HB+QT+CR70+IC740 and HB+AT+CR70+IC740 have the
highest and lowest yield strengths respectively. CR+IC755 has the highest yield strength
of the cold rolled starting condition microstructures.

•

Both microstructures featuring the austempering pre-treatment step, CR+AT+IC755 and
HB+AT+CR70+IC740, have the largest final uniform strain. These microstructures have
the most uniform distribution of martensite particles. CR+IC755 also has a large final
uniform strain and a uniform distribution of martensite particles.

•

All microstructures show the typical three-stage work hardening rate from [35], but it
occurs rapidly over a small range of strains. Initially the instantaneous work hardening
constant, k, is large but decreases rapidly to a minimum. In the second stage, the
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instantaneous working hardening constant increases to a local maximum, before finally
decreasing slowly until the end of uniform elongation.
•

Repeat testing of each microstructure shows that there is close agreement in their
behaviours. The difference between the yield strengths, ultimate tensile strength, and
elongation obtained from repeat testing of each microstructure are within ±5%.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.4: (a) Engineering Stress-strain tensile curves for the 5 microstructural variants.
Asterisks indicate the end of uniform elongation. (b) Instantaneous work hardening exponent,
ni, vs. engineering strain curves obtained from (a).
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Table 4.3: Summary of the average uniaxial tensile behavior from Figure 4.4 (a).
Microstructure
Yield Strength, σy (MPa)
UTS (MPa)
Uniform Elongation (%)
CR+IC755
512
953
10.5
CR+AT+IC755
474
845
10.2
CR+QT+IC755
426
815
9.8
HB+AT+CR70+IC740
385
833
11.8
HB+QT+CR70+IC740
485
1018
7.3

4.3 Forward-Reverse In-Plane Shear Testing
Plots of the shear stress and accumulative raw shear strain for the five microstructural
variants, including selected repeat tests, are presented in Figure 4.5. The following observations
can be made:
•

All five microstructures exhibit continuous yielding in forward and reverse directions.

•

Average forward yield stresses are largest in CR+IC755 (387 MPa) and lowest in
HB+AT+CR70+IC740 (298 MPa). The yield stresses in the remaining three
microstructures (CR+AT+IC755, CR+QT+IC755, and HB+QT+CR70+IC740) are within 10%
of each other at about 330 MPa. This corresponded with the yield strengths measured
from the uniaxial tensile tests (Table 4.3).

•

The unloading curves deviate from linearity, indicating that some non-linear elastic
relaxation occurs.

•

All microstructures show transient softening, reduced yield stress in the reverse
direction, and permanent softening, where the reverse flow stress is less than the
forward stress at the point where the curves become parallel.

•

In the HB+QT+CR70+IC740, CR+AT+IC755, and CR+IC755 microstructures, the yield
stresses in the reverse direction for all forward pre-strains are within ±5% of each other.
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In HB+AT+CR70+IC740 and CR+QT+IC755, the reverse yield stress for the first increment
of the forward pre-strain is less than the yield stresses for the remaining forward prestrains. The reverse yield stresses for the remaining [re-strains are within ±5% of each
other.
•

The issue of sudden load drops during a test was greatly reduced by the modifications to
the procedure of Seyedrezai [4] so that the bolts were tightened in a cross pattern and
frequently replaced, as outlined in Section 3.4.2.
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Accumulative Shear Strain (raw)

(a)

Accumulative Shear Strain (raw)

(b)
Figure 4.5: Accumulative shear stress-strain plots. (a) CR+IC755, (b) CR+AT+IC755, (c)
CR+QT+IC755, (d) HB+AT+IC755 (e) HB+QT+IC755. Raw strain values are calculated from
crosshead displacement data.
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Accumulative Shear Strain (raw)

(c)

Accumulative Shear Strain (raw)

(d)
Figure 4.5 (Continued)
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Accumulative Shear Strain (raw)

(e)
Figure 4.5 (Continued)

The evolution of the average back-stress, calculated using Equation 2.9, as a function of average
forward shear pre-strain for all the microstructures, is shown in Figure 4.6. Raw back-stress and
shear pre-strain data from all tests is shown in Table 4.4. The following observations can be made:

•

While differences in the back-stress behaviour for the five microstructural variants do
not appear to be statistically significant, some trends can be observed.

•

Back-stress increases rapidly until 10% pre-strain in all microstructures.

•

The CR+AT+IC755 and CR+QT+IC755 microstructures were able to undergo the highest
level of forward shear pre-strain, i.e. the other microstructures all failed at lower shear
pre-strains.
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•

When a sample failed during a test, it occurred by edge cracking/fracture. Cracks
initiated and grew from the top or bottom corners of the shear zone towards the center
of the sample.

•

For all the microstructures shown in Figure 4.6, the back-stress increases at a decreasing
rate with forward shear pre-strain. In CR+IC755 the back-stress decreases at the final
shear pre-strain.

•

Microstructures with the same starting condition (CR or HB) have similar back-stress at
all shear pre-strains. HB+AT+CR70+IC740 and HB+QT+CR70+IC740 have larger backstress than CR+AT+IC755 and CR+QT+IC755 at all strains, and they are higher than
CR+IC755 at all strains except those corresponding to about 0.22 shear pre-strain.
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Table 4.4: Back-stress and real shear strain data obtained from all forward-reverse in-plane
shear tests.
Test

2-3

3-4

5-4

7-4

9-4

CR+IC755
𝜏𝐵
γP
[MPa]

QT+IC755
𝜏𝐵
γP
[MPa]

AT+IC755
γP

𝜏𝐵
[MPa]

HB+QT+IC740
𝜏𝐵
γP
[MPa]

HB+AT+IC745
𝜏𝐵
γP
[MPa]

0.0246

84.0

0.0230

94

0.0350

123

0.0150

103

0.0348

122

0.0231

89.0

0.0290

100

0.0221

135

0.0198

78

0.0315

107

0.0227

80.0

0.0251

101

0.0298

124

0.0250

72

0.0209

121

0.0256

87.0

0.0238

96

0.0286

133

0.0229

74

0.0256

136

0.0240

82.0

0.0281

99

0.0270

128

0.0344

82

0.0209

121

0.0807

272.0

0.1100

261

0.1300

266

0.1500

299

0.1230

299

0.0672

250.0

0.1100

260

0.1200

252

0.1570

296

0.1180

294

0.0752

279.0

0.1400

257

0.1300

259

0.1590

288

0.1180

299

0.0641

286.0

0.1300

266

0.1366

256

0.1460

287

0.1160

305

0.0821

266.0

0.1200

259

0.1422

254

0.1480

299

0.1140

304

0.2060

330.0

0.1990

319

0.2660

272

0.2820

326

0.2250

320

0.1770

300.0

0.2010

280

0.2270

281

0.2290

306

0.2340

312

0.2210

342.0

0.2089

289

0.2300

276

0.2000

311

0.1760

325

0.1900

319.0

0.1970

305

0.2600

279

0.3020

318

0.2000

321

0.2160

337.0

0.2110

311

0.2400

273

0.2510

315

0.1980

325

0.2870

294.0

0.3400

317

0.3200

307

0.3410

311

0.2650

312.0

0.3100

322

0.3500

323

0.2940

326

0.3050

307.0

0.3700

309

0.4000

305

0.2460

341

0.3210

298.0

0.2967

325

0.3900

311

0.3450

302

0.3000

318.0

0.3600

315

0.3400

316

0.2370

305

0.4600

311

0.3900

335

0.4500

341

0.4600

294

0.4230

333

0.4700

301

0.4300

323

0.4300

314

0.4800

317

0.4300

321
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Shear Pre-Strain (Real, from grid data)
Figure 4.6: Average back-stress as a function of average forward shear pre-strain for the five DP780
microstructural variants along with a trendline fitted to the data from each microstructure. Error bars show
the standard deviation of real shear strain (horizontal axis) and back-stress (vertical axis) from the data in
Table 4.4.
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4.4 Damage Analysis
4.4.1 Micro-CT Imaging of Voids
The images produced by the micro-CT had a resolution of 1.1 x 1.1 x 1.1μm, after denoising and thresholding, following the procedure outlined in Section 3.5, were found to
contain no voids. Of note, de-noising and thresholding removed all features less than 41 μm3 as
anything smaller was considered to be within the range of baseline noise in the images. Since
the scans were completed at the maximum resolution of the micro-CT scanner, it was
concluded that voids could not be reliably detected using the micro-CT scanner.

4.4.2 SEM Imaging of Voids
Micrographs of the deformed microstructures at high and low magnification are
presented in Figure 4.7. The following observations can be made:
•

Voids are observed in all deformed samples that were not seen in the undeformed
microstructures (Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.3).

•

The voids appear mainly in two locations in all microstructures: at interfaces between
adjacent martensite and ferrite grains, and at the interfaces between adjacent or
fractured martensite grains.

•

Deformed HB+QT+CR70+IC740 had the fewest voids of all the microstructural variants.
Those observed are very small (>1μm) with a high aspect ratio. They are located at the
interfaces between adjacent or fractured martensite particles.
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•

Deformed CR+IC755 also has few voids that are very small (>1μm). These voids are more
equiaxed in shape.

•

Larger voids, about 1μm in diameter, are seen in CR+AT+IC755, CR+QT+IC755, and
HB+AT+CR70+IC740. These voids are equiaxed in shape.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.7: Voids observed in deformed (a) CR+IC755, (b) CR+AT+IC755, (c) CR+QT+IC755, (d)
HB+AT+CR70+IC740, and (e) HB+QT+CR70+IC740. Clear voids are circled with a solid line, while potential
charged particles on the surface are circled with a dotted line.
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(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 4.7: Continued
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5 Discussion
5.1 Microstructures
The pre-treatments developed by Seyedrezai [4]-[6] were designed for DP
microstructures with varying martensite particle spacing and morphologies, and ferrite grain
size. Intercritical (IC) annealing was completed at 725°C to produce about 15% martensite by
volume. In the present work, the same pre-treatments were utilized, but IC annealing was
completed at 755°C for the CR starting condition and 740°C for the HB starting condition to
produce 40% martensite by volume. A higher martensite volume fraction was desired to
eliminate the discontinuous yielding observed at 15%. The most noticeable difference between
the two studies is the larger ferrite grain size in the HB starting condition microstructures with
40% martensite. The hot-band material used in the present study was thinner than that used by
Seyedrezai [4],[6]. Hence, it could only be rolled to a 70% reduction in thickness before reaching
the load limits of the rolling mill, resulting in less ferrite grain size refinement. Otherwise, a
comparison of the microstructures produced in the current study (Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.3) to
those in [4]-[6] shows the distinctive microstructural features of each variant are maintained.
The increased temperature does not affect the location of the austenite nucleation sites during
IC annealing. Austenite nucleates at carbon rich locations, or regions with high interfacial
energies. When ferrite is recrystalized before austenite begins to nucleate, the preferred
locations are the interfaces in pearlite colonies. When the ferrite is not recrystalized, austenite
nucleates at individual cementite grains. The increased volume fraction of martensite particles
in the present microstructures compared to those produced by Seyedrezai [4]-[6] is due to the
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increased volume fraction of austenite at the IC-annealing temperature. The distribution of
martensite in the present microstructures versus those in [4] is similar, but the martensite
particles are much larger in the present microstructures. Therefore, the volume fraction of
martensite produced by quenching from IC-annealing temperatures is related to the size of the
growth of austenite during this treatment. Martensite particle size can be directly linked to the
austenite grain size prior to quenching. Of the three stages of austenite growth, the second
stage is most likely to contribute to the growth of larger grains at higher temperatures. During
the 300 second IC annealing cycle, the first stage of austenite growth occurs rapidly in a matter
of about 15 seconds at 740°C and is limited by the size of the pearlite colony. Growth in the
remaining 285 seconds occurs because of the second stage: diffusion of manganese in the
ferrite [23]–[25]. Therefore, the increase in the rate of diffusion in the second stage caused by
higher IC annealing temperatures contributes to the larger average martensite grain size seen
in the microstructures.

5.2 Uniaxial Tensile Behaviour
All the microstructural variants show continuous yielding behaviour, which was one of the
reasons why the martensite volume fraction of 40% was selected for the current study. Larger
martensite volume fractions are known to cause continuous yielding because of the increased
amount of mobile dislocations at the boundaries of martensite and ferrite grains[4], [21], [66].
The variation in the tensile behavior of the five microstructures, shown in Figure 4.4 (a) and
Table 4.3, can be attributed to the differences in martensite distribution and morphology. Both
microstructures featuring the AT pre-treatment have the largest uniform strain and the most
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uniform martensite particles in terms of spatial distribution and size. By contrast, the QT
treatments exhibit the lowest uniform strains and irregular martensite sizes and/or spatial
distributions. In the CR+QT+IC755 microstructure there are some large particle-free ferrite
grains that may contribute to the low level of uniform strain. The HB+QT+CR70+IC740
microstructure has much smaller ferrite grains than CR+QT+IC755, so the reduced uniform
strain could instead be attributed to the mixture of large and small martensite particles. It was
also noted that HB+QT+CR70+IC740 and CR+IC755 have similar martensite distributions and
morphologies and both have the highest yield strengths and ultimate tensile strengths. Thus,
the mixture of large and small martensite particles may also contribute to increased strength of
the material. The large difference in behavior of the two HB microstructures, the two
microstructures with the smallest ferrite grain sizes, is also noteworthy. Both have similar
ferrite grain sizes, which should result in strengthening of the ferrite through the interaction of
transformation dislocations (see Section 2.3). However, Seyedrezai [4]-[6] found that the
microstructures with smaller ferrite grains are more sensitive to the √𝑓/𝑑 ratio. Smaller ferrite
grains tend to be stronger than larger ones, increasing plastic compatibility of the ferrite and
martensite and causing less GND hardening [4].

5.3 Instantaneous Work Hardening Constant
Figure 4.4 (b) shows the instantaneous work hardening constant, ni, as a function of
engineering strain for each of the five microstructural variants. The work hardening constant is
known to develop in three stages for DP steels [13], [27], [34], [41]. It is initially large but
decreases rapidly until it reaches a local minimum. Next, in the second stage, it increases to a
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maximum, before finally slowly decreasing until the onset of local necking. While this behavior
is not easily seen when observing Figure 4.4 (b), it is nonetheless still present. The first two
stages occur rapidly over a small range of strain, reaching the end of the second stage at a
strain of about 0.001. Stage I corresponds to the elastic to plastic transition of ferrite grains.
Stage II is attributed to the plastic incompatibility of the ferrite and martensite which causes
the development of GNDs and back-stress that increase the work hardening exponent. The final
stage is caused by homogeneous deformation of the ferrite and martensite and dynamic
recovery [24]. Comparing the behavior of the microstructures with their respective √𝑓/𝑑
values shows no clear relationship. Rather, the value of the second maximum has been shown
to be a function of the ferrite grain size. This is shown in Figure 4.4 (b), where the HB
microstructures, which have the smallest ferrite grain size, exhibit the largest maximum work
hardening constant at the end of Stage II. The rapid completion of Stage II in all the
microstructures suggests that the amount of plastic incompatibility between the ferrite and
martensite is limited. This is expected because of the softening of martensite due to carbon
partitioning in high martensite DP steels [21].

5.4 Effect of Pre-Strain on Back-Stress
The Brown and Stobbs model predicts that the rate of increase of back-stress decreases
at larger forward shear pre-strains [67]. This is reflected in Figure 4.6 and was also observed by
Seyedrezai [4] in similar DP steels with 15 vol% of martensite. Figure 5.1 shows a direct
comparison of Seyedrezai’s 15% martensite variants and the present 40% martensite. At all
increments of shear pre-strain, the back-stress developed in the microstructures with a volume
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fraction of 40% martensite is higher than in those with 15%. The increase in volume fraction is
caused by an increase in the quantity and average size of martensite particles. The back-stress
is greater in the microstructures with higher volume fractions of martensite because more
martensite particles in the matrix creates more long-range internal stresses in the initial
microstructure. The rate of change of the back-stress decreases with increasing shear strain for
both the low and high martensite microstructures. This is caused by plastic relaxation as GNDs
form around the hard martensite particles and serve to relieve some of the internal stresses.
After the second shear pre-strain increment, the back-stress in the 40% variants increases more
slowly than in the 15% variants. The more rapid onset of back-stress saturation in the
microstructures with 40% martensite is related to the rapid onset of the final stage of work
hardening observed in these microstructures (Section 4.2).
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Shear Pre-Strain (Real, from grid data)
Figure 5.1: Average back-stress as a function of forward pre-shear strain for the microstructures
with 40% martensite (solid lines) and the 15% martensite microstructures by Seyedrezai [4]
(dotted lines).
Examining the specific differences between the five microstructures with 40%
martensite by volume from the present study shows that their behaviour is similar to those
from Seyedrezai [4] with 15% martensite by volume. As discussed in Section 5.1, the
morphologies of the microstructures with the same pre-treatments are similar. Seyedrezai [4]
observed that the CR+IC725 microstructure had higher back-stress than both HB
microstructures. The same is observed for the two HB microstructures in the present study. In
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both cases, the average ferrite grain size is much smaller in the HB microstructures than the
CR+IC. It has been shown that smaller ferrite grains are strengthened by transformation
dislocations formed during IC annealing. This causes less stress-strain incompatibility between
the ferrite and martensite. As well, the smaller ferrite grains mean that the spacing between
martensite particles is reduced and some internal stresses may be canceled due to interacting
stress fields [15], [68].
Seyedrezai [4] also observed that in the microstructures with the CR starting condition,
the back-stress increased in the order of CR+AT+IC720, CR+QT+IC735 and CR+IC725. This is also
true for CR+AT+IC755, CR+QT+IC755 and CR+IC75 in the present study. The CR+IC755
microstructure has the largest inter-particle spacing between martensite of the three variants.
In the QT microstructure, the martensite grains are primarily located at the grain boundaries of
large ferrite grains. The AT microstructures feature banded martensite and some martensite
grains are located within the ferrite grains. The former decreases the efficiency of the load
transfer between the ferrite and martensite. Inefficient load transfer results in higher backstress through the increasing shape parameter φ in Equation 2.5. However, the smaller inter
particle spacing results in a decrease in back-stress compared the other CR microstructures.
At larger strains the behaviour of the microstructures with a volume fraction of 40%
martensite become less comparable to their corresponding 15% martensite variants. Only the
CR+AT+IC755 and CR+QT+IC755 variants could sustain the largest strain increment (~0.45)
without failing. While the HB+QT+CR70+IC740 failed the earliest (~0.23) of all the variants. This
corresponds with the maximum elongation in the uniaxial stress-strain tests for the
microstructures shown in Figure 4.4 (a). At high strains the material has work hardened and
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deformation becomes dominated by other effects such as martensite plasticity and fracture, or
decohesion of grain interfaces.
Figure 5.2 shows the Brown and Stobbs trendline, calculated using Equation 2.5
compared to the back-stress measured at each shear pre-strain for each of the five
microstructural variants. The volume fraction (f) and size (d) of martensite in Table 4.1 and
Table 4.2 were used, along with the following values: α=0.35 (halfway in range of 0.3-0.4),
μ=80GPa, b=2.48x1010m, and φ=0.5. The Brown and Stobbs model predicts the back-stress
within ±5% at the first two shear pre-strain increments for all five microstructural variants.
After the second shear pre-strain increment, the model over predicts the back-stress for all
variants. At small strains, the variation between the measured back-stress and the Brown and
Stobbs model can be related to the differences in the thermo-mechanical processing of the five
microstructural variants that create variation in the grain size, shape and distribution of the
ferrite and martensite that were discussed earlier. At higher strains, other effects not
considered by the Brown and Stobbs model, such as martensite plasticity and void damage, are
believed to impact the back-stress behaviour.
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Figure 5.2: Average back-stress as a function of average forward shear pre-strain for (a)
CR+QT+IC755, (b) CR+IC755, (c) CR+AT+IC755, (d) HB+AT+CR70+IC740, (e) HB+QT+CR70+IC740,
plotted along with a trendline fitted to the data, and with the Brown and Stobbs trendline
based on the microstructural parameters given in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2.
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𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡

The Bauschinger stress parameter (𝛽𝜎

) is the normalized back-stress with respect

to the forward unloading stress. It can be used to show the importance of back-stress to the
overall work-hardening of the material. It is determined as:
𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡

𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡

𝛽𝜎

=

𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 − 𝜏𝑅
𝜏𝐹𝑈𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑

(5.1)

The Bauschinger stress parameter was calculated for all five microstructural in variants
and plotted in Figure 5.3 along with the forward shear pre-strains. The saturation of the
Bauschinger stress parameter observed in Figure 5.3 occurs at lower strains than in the
microstructures with 15% by volume martensite tested by Seyedrezai [4].
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Shear Pre-Strain (Real, from grid data)
Figure 5.3: Average Bauschinger stress parameter as a function of shear pre-strain for all five
microstructural variants determined using Equation 5.1.

5.5 Effect of Void Damage on Back-Stress
The saturation of the back-stress in the five microstructural variants, and the difference
between measured and predicted values, calculated using Equation 2.5, at shear pre-strains,
could be a result of martensite fracture or plasticity. No voids were detected by the micro-CT
study of the deformed samples after filtering out noise in the resulting images. The resolution
of the scanner is insufficient to differentiate between voids less than 3.45μm3 versus noise.
Examining the deformed microstructures in the SEM provided higher magnification than
possible with micro-CT. Voids were detected in all the microstructural variants with sizes
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ranging from >1μm to 5μm. The smallest voids, >1μm, were observed in HB+QT+CR70+IC740,
appearing at the interfaces between adjacent martensite grains and having a high aspect ratio.
The voids in the remaining microstructural variants are equiaxed in shape. Noting that the
deformed HB+QT+CR70+IC740 microstructure was subjected to the least strain of all the
variants due to its earlier failure, and it is possible that voids become more equiaxed as they
grow.
The purpose of this study was to relate the quantity and size of the voids in observed in
samples of the five microstructural variants under in-plane shear to the saturation of the backstress at higher pre-strains. Analysis of voids observed in the five microstructures showed few,
small (<5μm) voids that occurred at the interfaces of adjacent martensite grains or martensite
and ferrite grains. The locations of the voids that were observed was consistent with those
observed in other studies: at ferrite-martensite and martensite-martensite interfaces [46], [49].
However, since so few voids were observed, and those that were seen were very small (<5μm),
it is difficult to discern differences between the void damage in the five microstructures with
respect to their microstructures and processing histories. The voids that were observed were
the result of grain boundary decohesion and not martensite fracture. Interface decohesion
occurs because of plastic incompatibility between the hard martensite and soft ferrite.
The lack of voids seen in the five deformed microstructures is consistent with similar
studies that have observed that the nucleation of voids is reduced in high martensite steels
[49], [68]. The carbon content of martensite has been shown to decrease in microstructures
with a higher volume fraction of martensite, causing a decrease in its strength, and allowing it
to plastically co-deform with the ferrite grains. This plastic relaxation effect could explain the
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saturation of back-stress at high pre-strains observed in the five microstructures and the
deviation from the Brown and Stobbs model. However, comparison of the microstructures
before and after deformation (Figure 4.1 & Figure 4.3 vs. Figure 4.7) shows no evidence of
plastically deformed (i.e. sheared) martensite grains. Martensite particles appear to have
similar morphologies in all five microstructures before and after deformation. So, while it could
be expected that the weakened martensite in the 40% by volume microstructures deforms
plastically, it does not appear to be the case for these in-plane shear strain experiments.
Therefore, the saturation of back-stress at high strains observed in this study, and the deviation
from the Brown and Stobbs model, is more likely caused by the cessation of GND generation at
higher shear pre-strains (>0.12).
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6 Conclusions
1) Five microstructural variants of DP steel were created using the pre-treatments and
processing developed by Seyedrezai [4]-[6]. Increased IC-annealing temperatures in the
current study produced microstructures with higher volume fractions of martensite
(40%), while still maintaining the distinct features of the pre-treatments. The average
martensite particle size of the five microstructural variants in the current study was
much larger than measured by Seyedrezai [4]-[6] for microstructures with 15%
martensite by volume.
2) The uniaxial tensile behaviour of the five microstructural variants varied based on their
distinct microstructural features. All five variants exhibited continuous yielding
behaviour because of closer spacing between martensite particles and the presence of
mobile dislocations. Microstructures featuring the austempering pre-treatment
(CR+AT+IC755 and HB+AT+CR70+IC740) had the largest uniform strain and the most
uniform spatial distribution of martensite. The mixture of large and small martensite
particles in CR+IC755 appeared to strengthen the microstructure compared to the
remaining variants.
3) Saturation of the back-stress was observed in all five microstructural variants at shear
pre-strains above approximately 0.12. When compared to the Brown and Stobbs model
of back-stress, there is initially close agreement within ±5% for low shear pre-strain
(<0.12). However, at higher strains, the Brown and Stobbs model over-estimates the
back-stress in comparison to the experimental data. This deviation likely occurs because
the Brown and Stobbs model does not account for mechanisms such as fracture or
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plasticity of the martensite which could occur at high pre-strains, or the cessation of
GND generation.
4) Voids were observed in deformed samples of all five microstructural variants.
CR+AT+IC755 and CR+QT+IC755 had the largest voids, about 5μm in size and equiaxed,
while the smallest voids (>1μm) were observed in HB+QT+CR70+IC740. However, given
the limited quantity and small size of the voids, it was not possible to relate them to the
observed saturation of the back-stress at high pre-strains. Furthermore, there was no
evidence of plastic deformation of the martensite observed in the micrographs of the
deformed microstructural variants. Hence, while voids damage or martensite plasticity
may impact the back-stress at high strains, that was not observed in this case. As a
result, the saturation of the back-stress is believed to be caused by the cessation of GND
generation at high pre-strains.
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7 Future Work
1. Electron back scatter diffraction (EBSD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
should be used to measure the density of GNDs in the microstructures at increasing
amounts of forward shear strain. This could provide evidence to verify if the cessation of
GND generation causes the saturation of the back-stress, given the lack of voids and
martensite plasticity that was observed in the five microstructural variants.
2. Forward-reverse in-plane shear tests should be conducted on the five microstructural
variants, but with a volume fraction of martensite between 15 and 40%, to fully
understand the role of martensite content on back-stress.
3. The SEM investigation of deformed samples should be repeated for DP steel
microstructures with smaller volume fractions of martensite to investigate the effect of
higher carbon-content martensite on damage.
4. The Brown and Stobbs equation should be further developed to account for the effects
of martensite fracture and plasticity on back-stress at high pre-strains.
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